Cleaning up
fluid disposal
in hospitals

Existing protocols for
collecting, handling and
disposing infectious
medical fluid waste are
due for an overhaul.
A common method for disposing surgical fluid
waste involve disposing entire suction bags
of fluid as infectious fluid waste after every
procedure. Considering the cost of hospital
waste, this is a highly expensive method for
fluid waste disposal.
Other practices include having staff manually
open the suction bags and pour the contents
down the drain. This practice exposes staff to
infection and bloodborne pathogens.
New workflows and technology are now
available and can improve safety, cost efficiency
and sustainability.
This guide documents current processes and
defines six best practices that create value from
suction to disposal.
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Simplify connections to
prevent vacuum line
contamination
Presently, most suction bag lids are built with multiple
connections that create confusion and unnecessary problems
for healthcare facility staff. The financial impact when
collected medical fluid enters the vacuum system from a bag
being incorrectly connected can be approximately 5000€ per
incident depending on the length of OR downtime and the
need for a vacuum system cleaning.
Instead of wasting staff time and risking patient and staff
safety with confusing connections, a single connection
suction bag helps ensure proper and easy set up of the
suction system.
Single connection suction bag is also easy to disassemble
after the surgical procedure. Staff can simply remove the
plugged suction bag to prepare for disposal with no need to
detach vacuum tube each time.
Combined with a hydrophobic filter that prevents fluids from
contaminating the vacuum system, the single connection
suction bag can dramatically reduce human errors that can
lead to dangerous spills and leaks.

The financial impact when a suction bag
fails and an incident occurs in the OR is
larger than you think.
OR shutdown, 3 hours
Average OR cost per minute			

20€

OR shutdown per incident 			

180 minutes

Total cost: 					3 600€
Cost for vacuum system cleaning services
3 000 - 10 000€ (per OR / per incident)
Service required after an installation failure when collected
medical fluid enters the vacuum system and contaminates
the internal vacuum system lines.
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Eliminate airborne and splash
exposure with a closed system
Some healthcare facilities still require clinical staff to dispose
of surgical fluid by opening the suction bag and pouring
the fluids down the drain in the decontamination area.
This process unnecessarily exposes staff to splashes and
bloodborne pathogens such as Hepatitis C and HIV and
increases the spread of healthcare associated infections
(HAIs).
Two simple workflow changes can create a completely
contained system that improves safety and efficiency, while
reducing infection risk for both patients and staff.
The first change is to utilize a suction bag with a hydrophobic
filter. A hydrophobic filter acts as a combined bacterial filter
and overflow protection and it closes suction automatically
when it comes in contact with fluids. After plugging, all caps
stay firmly closed and keep the suction bag completely
sealed even if it is accidentally dropped on the floor.
The second change is to place the sealed suction bag into
fluid disposal equipment that is connected to a water and
sewage line. At the end of an automated 20 second cycle,
the emptied and flushed suction bag is removed and can
be disposed of in accordance with recycling labeling and
healthcare facility-specific instructions.
New procedure ensures the staff has no contact with
aspirated blood and fluids from suction to disposal increasing
safety and job satisfaction.
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Reduce error and get started
faster with one-time set-up
The need to set-up and connect the suction system for each
and every case takes unnecessary time and increases the
probability of human errors.
Some of the available suction systems require several steps
to set up, distracting staff focus from patient care and safety.
Utilizing single connection suction bags enables more
streamlined set-up process, allowing staff to install the bag
and connect to suction without the need to connect the
vacuum line every time. Once the procedure is finished, the
staff can simply cap the patient port and remove the suction
bag. The canister and hardware with vacuum connection
remain in place and are ready for the next procedure.
A serial connection system allows suction capacity to
seamlessly expand to 36 liters by linking multiple canisters
in tandem sequence. This level of volume means staff can
perform an entire procedure with minimal user intervention.
The single connection suction bag is again important as it
allows procedures to begin quickly with the confidence that a
misconnection is virtually impossible. The delay caused by a
suction bag being incorrectly connected costs on average 20€
per minute which typically causes significant hidden cost in
the long run.

Competitor lid
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Serres single connection
suction bag
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Reduce waste to lower cost
per case
Hospitals generate a lot of waste every day. According to
a Minnesota Technical Assistance Program study, suction
canisters alone account for 25% of the total infectious waste.
With the stringent regulations surrounding the disposal of
medical waste, the waste disposal cost can be extremely
high. According to most estimates, disposing the potentially
infectious fluid waste can cost 2 to 3 times more than
disposing regular waste.
But there is a simple way to reduce the amount of infectious
waste that needs to be incinerated by deploying the Serres
solution for fluid collection and disposal. Serres Nemo flushes
the Serres Suction Bag’s content into the sewer so the waste
disposal costs only apply to empty suction bags. Therefore,
hospitals benefit from up to 93% savings in waste disposal
costs.

Creating value with Serres Nemo:
Disposal costs of full vs. empty suction bags
Disposal cost of full suction bags
Number of 2l suction bags/year: 7000 pcs

2kg

Weight of suction bag:
Waste incineration cost:
Weight of empty
Serres suction bag:
Waste incineration cost:

28 000€

2€/kg
0,07kg

1 960€

2€/kg
0

Annual savings with the
Serres solution: 26 040€

93% savings in yearly
waste incineration costs.

10 000€

20 000€

30 000€
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Reduce cost by optimizing shipping
and storage
Rigid canisters take up a considerable amount of space
in transportation and storage, not to mention extensive
inventory managemenent.
Thanks to package optimization, Serres Suction Bags are
extremely compact to transport and store. Serres suction
bags take up much less space within the container compared
to some other available suction systems.
Six times more standard 2 liter Serres Suction Bags fit into a
single container compared to 2 liter rigid canisters.
Greenhouse gas emissions from transportation are
significantly lower with efficient packaging compared to rigid
canister solutions.

12 times less CO2 emissions
Comparing transportation of 120 000pcs of rigid canisters
from Shanghai to New York versus shipping the same amount
of Serres suction bags from Helsinki to New York.
Serres suction bags take up six times less space and produce
12 times less greenhouse gas emissions from transportation.

Supplier A

Box

=

40 pcs

Pallet

=

480 pcs

1 373

kg CO2 / container
7 tons

Container = 10 080 pcs

Shanghai |

pcs of rigid canisters
10 K

10 K

10 K

10 K

10 K

10 K

10 K

10 K

10 K

10 K

10 K

10 K

19 611km

Helsinki |
Box

=

144 pcs

Pallet

=

2 880 pcs

Container = 60 480 pcs

682

kg CO2 / container

kg CO2

12

X
containers

16 476
kg CO2

New York

7 838 km

120 000
pcs of Serres
suction bags

8,7 tons
60 K
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1 373

120 000

60 K

682
kg CO2

2

X
containers

1 364
kg CO2
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Reduce footprint by
reducing waste
Throwing away entire suction bags is not only expensive, it is
also wasteful. Switching to a system with a smaller footprint
means less durable plastic to incinerate and a smaller
environmental impact from manufacturing and transportation.
Serres suction bags save a lot of space and result in up to
58% reduction on CO2 emissions during incineration. The
use of thin, yet exceptionally durable, plastic film reduces
the amount of raw material used in the Serres Suction Bags
compared to other products in the market.
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Conclusion
Conventional solutions often include costs and risks
that take valuable time away from patient care. Serres
looks to prevent these issues with smart solutions
from suction to disposal that make fluid management
hygienic, safe, sustainable and efficient.
Suction is an essential part of patient treatment - one
that healthcare professionals must rely on completely.
From fluid collection we have broadened our scope
to include fluid waste disposal, taking a more holistic
approach to the entire process around suction.
We ensure that each of the critical phases around
suction works, so that hospital staff can focus on
where it matters.

Calculate
your savings
Calculate how much you
can save with Serres
Nemo at serres.com
To get to know us better
and learn more about
how we can help you, visit
serres.com
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